ABOUT M&G

M&G Immigration and Study Abroad Consultants is an organisation, working closely with a team of lawyers in Canada who are licensed within the province of Ontario and have Special Authorization to represent Quebec Clients. We have been in the practice of Immigration and Study abroad consultancy for the past ten years. We are associated with Mathew and Gupta Barristers and Solicitors, a law firm based in Toronto, Canada. We are also associated with a Registered Migration Agent (MARA) from Australia to represent our Clients that wish to migrate and settle in Australia.

Over the past ten years M & G has built its trust with all the applicants who have taken the opportunity to avail our services. We are extremely glad that the majority of our clients are from referrals. We specialise in all types of visa application in Canada, including the Express Entry Program, Quebec Skilled Worker Program, Provincial Nomination Programs, Canadian Experience Class etc. M & G offers students a wide range of programs to choose from, among different colleges across various provinces of Canada. We provide students who wish to study and settle in Canada the best options with great expertise.

Each study permit applications is verified and submitted with the FREE REPRESENTATION of a Canadian Lawyer (Worth CAD 2000)

M & G is currently assisting clients who wish to migrate and settle in Australia and New Zealand via its association with Direct Migration Alliance Registered Agent, Mr. Deepak Panchal. We are also offering assistance with admissions to other countries including New Zealand, Australia, Ireland, UK, France, Germany, and the United States.

Our team of lawyers, Migration Agents and counsellors are highly dedicated professionals who are devoted to provide you with the most accurate immigration advice and in helping you choose the right program of study for a better future. We take great effort to help you select the right path to enter the competitive world.
ABOUT M&G

DIRECTOR’S DESK

M&G Immigration and Study Abroad Consultants in India is headed by Mr. Justin Mathew, who has completed his Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering (B-Tech) in 1998 from Calicut University, Kerala. After receiving his bachelor’s degree, he also took career development courses from Microsoft and became certified as a Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer (MCSD), Brain Bench Certified Programmer. Justin then began his career as a Business Consultant working for an MNC Emplifi Corporation, in Pittsburgh, USA. He subsequently worked as a Senior Project Manager for American Garden Realty Corporation until 2009. Throughout the years, Justin has travelled widely to different parts of the world and has in-depth knowledge of different opportunities around the globe.

WHY M & G?

✓ M&G Immigration and Study Abroad Consultants is an organisation, working closely with a team of lawyers in Canada who are licensed within the province of Ontario.
✓ Mr. Justin Mathew (B-Tech Mechanical) is the Indian Operations head, with over 12 years of experience as a Project Manager in United States of America. His sister, Ms. Judy Mathew (Canadian barrister and solicitor), lead M&G’s team of Immigration lawyers who are registered with the law society of Upper Canada and are licensed to practice law within the province of Ontario and Quebec. She and her team of lawyers are also members of the Canadian bar association (CBA) and Ontario bar association (OBA), with special authorization to assist with Quebec Selection Certificate applications within the province of Quebec.
✓ M&G is associated with registered migration agents in different countries.
✓ M&G offers guidance on course, colleges and country selection depending on your qualification, experience and choice.
✓ M&G has well qualified professionals who are readily accessible.
With professional, well trained counsellors dedicated to serve the needs of the clients, M&G clients are better placed to succeed.
✓ M&G has very reasonable and competitive charges for the services offered, and client satisfaction is our hallmark.
✓ M&G believes in long-term relationships with our clients and in building its reputation on the basis of honesty and sincerity.
✓ Attention students...!!
M&G is offering permanent residence assistance after your studies in canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

KOCHI
1st Floor
Sarada Building
BH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

KOTTAYAM
Railway Station Road
Opp. Metli Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

MAVELIKARA
244/11
Polechinnal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2345300

ANGAMALY
2nd Floor
KSRIC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

PALA
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

KANNUR
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvalla, Kannur
Ph: 907 257 6601

CANADIAN OFFICE: 45 SHEPPARD AVE E, SUITE # 900 TORONTO, ON M2N5W9

WWW.MANDGORLD.COM
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MANDGCONSULTANTS

STUDY: 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION: 85 89 99 47 81 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Savyo Tony
savyotony@gmail.com
CANADA

Besto Benny
bestobenny9098@gmail.com
CANADA

Jthin James Varghese
jithinjames.james@gmail.com
CANADA

Aparna Anoop
aparnaanoop1999@gmail.com
CANADA

Akshay Das
99.akshaydas@gmail.com
CANADA

Jancy Pulivivelil James
jancyjames94@gmail.com
CANADA

Macxin Ouseppachan
mackins@gmail.com
CANADA

Rovin Valamparambil Vincent
rovinvincent@gmail.com
CANADA

Krishnanand Thulaseedharan
krishnanandt9@gmail.com
CANADA

Ashik Augustine Siby
ashti9909@gmail.com
CANADA

Manju Poulse
manjupoulse94@gmail.com
CANADA

Arun Abraham
arunjoshabraham@gmail.com
CANADA

a few of our recent student visa holders

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Saruda Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11 Polechinnakal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2643500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 907 257 6601

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvalla, Kollam-1
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Ph: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Ph: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Ammu Solaman
ammusolaman76@gmail.com
CANADA

Jithin Jacob John
jithinjohn010@gmail.com
CANADA

Linda Mary John
lindamjohn9@gmail.com
CANADA

Nithin Krishnan
mail4nithinkrishnan@gmail.com
CANADA

Leah Maria Stephen
leah.arackal@gmail.com
CANADA

Anna Maria Issac
annamariaissac1998@gmail.com
CANADA

Athira Jayan
adhiyajan@gmail.com
CANADA

Jiby Babu
gbbabu699@rediffmail.com
CANADA

Nidhin Madhu
nidhinm36@gmail.com
CANADA

Stephy Rajan
stephyrajant99@gmail.com
CANADA

Kevin Nelson
kevinpk188@gmail.com
CANADA

Shyam Sivadasan Pillai
shyamspillai06@gmail.com
CANADA

Leah Maria Stephen
leah.arackal@gmail.com
CANADA

Anna Maria Issac
annamariaissac1998@gmail.com
CANADA

Athira Jayan
adhiyajan@gmail.com
CANADA

Jiby Babu
gbbabu699@rediffmail.com
CANADA

Nidhin Madhu
nidhinm36@gmail.com
CANADA

Stephy Rajan
stephyrajant99@gmail.com
CANADA

Kevin Nelson
kevinpk188@gmail.com
CANADA

Shyam Sivadasan Pillai
shyamspillai06@gmail.com
CANADA

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Saruda Building
DH Road
Ph: 0481-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Policeipinkal Arcade,
Ph: 0477-2845000

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576658

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thoppikkara, Kannur-1
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY: 90572576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 95 / 87 / 98 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Rohith Jose  
rohitjose007@gmail.com  
CANADA

Swathi Liz Thomas  
swathilyzthomas@gmail.com  
CANADA

Ammu Sulochana  
ammusurya25@gmail.com  
CANADA

Blessy Mary Biju  
nishabiju14@gmail.com  
CANADA

Jithin Jose  
jithinjose107@gmail.com  
CANADA

Sonu James Pulimoottil Jose  
sonujose43@gmail.com  
CANADA

Alan Varkey Hally  
alanhallylegacy@gmail.com  
CANADA

Karuna Suma  
kunavsijay@071@gmail.com  
CANADA

Akash Maleparambil Jose  
akashmjose@gmail.com  
CANADA

Joshin Jaradh  
josbin207@gmail.com  
CANADA

Albert Sabu  
alsbthetayil@gmail.com  
CANADA

Nishant Vishnu Pillai  
pillainishant@gmail.com  
CANADA

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandha Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Polechikkal Arcade
Ph: 0481-2484491

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Pothettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvananthapuram
Ph: 0471-2576698

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9  
www.mandgworld.com  
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Study: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98  
Immigration: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Tom Kochukunnathu Biju
tomkbiju007@gmail.com
CANADA

Ajay Joshy
palamattamjoshayaj@gmail.com
CANADA

Sudin Kumari Oman
sudinkoman@gmail.com
CANADA

Ann Maria Antony
annmariaantonyv@gmail.com
CANADA

Reshma Mariam
ashmesaradavid@gmail.com
CANADA

Ann Treesa Francis
anntreesafrancis@gmail.com
CANADA

Meril Kurian
merilkurian23@gmail.com
CANADA

Benson Thomas
bensonthomas4@gmail.com
CANADA

Angela Anna Manoj
annaangela1999@gmail.com
CANADA

Reshma Benz
reshma.mbenz@gmail.com
CANADA

Jipson Raju
jipsonraju@gmail.com
CANADA

Joseph Santhosh Kurien
josephskurien@gmail.com
CANADA

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sarada Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Puthenpura Arcade
Ph: 0479-2543500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Palakkad
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 0484-2454951

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvallam, Kollam
Ph: 0479-2576601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Study: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Immigration: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Grayson Konoth David
grayson143@gmail.com
CANADA

Luvin Joseph Moncy
luvinjoseph052@gmail.com
CANADA

Tino Martin
tinomartin98765@gmail.com
CANADA

Stanley
stanleysabu1605@gmail.com
CANADA

Navy
navyamenon1992@gmail.com
CANADA

Naveen
navej099@gmail.com
CANADA

Lintu Cheriyan John
lintuchirayil@gmail.com
CANADA

Jobin Thomas Sam
jobinsam353@gmail.com
CANADA

Jubin Sabu Mathew
jubinm050@gmail.com
CANADA

Joshin
joshinmathew1994@gmail.com
CANADA

Joseph
josephgeorge8207@gmail.com
CANADA

Joel Kurian Thomas
joelthomas1405@gmail.com
CANADA

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandur Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Polechikkel Arcade,
Ph: 0479-2345000

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvakara, Kollam-1
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Jithin Joseph
jithinjosepheie@gmail.com
CANADA

Basil Babu
basilbabu200@gmail.com
CANADA

Aryenn
aryenn david@gmail.com
CANADA

Anupama
vishakhj48@gmail.com
CANADA

Anila Baby
babyanila1992@gmail.com
CANADA

Anandu Sathy
anandusathy1666@gmail.com
CANADA

Akhil shaji
akhilkanjirakattil@gmail.com
CANADA

Unnikrishnan
unnikrishnans450@gmail.com
CANADA

Tony John
tonyjohnkd@gmail.com
CANADA

Teena
tenaethomasthomas@gmail.com
CANADA

Chinchu Richard
chinchurichard@gmail.com
CANADA

Jissa Thomas
jissavarghese25@gmail.com
CANADA

Kochi
Railway Station Road
Ph: 0481-2560223

Kottayam
244/II Polichnikal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2343500

Mavelikara
2nd Floor
KSRRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Pathetta Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072376608

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvananthapuram-Kollam
Ph: 9072376601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

CANADA

www.mandgworld.com
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MANDGCONSULTANTS

STUDY: 907 257 6691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 98 / 99

Jithin Joseph
jithinjosepheie@gmail.com
CANADA

Basil Babu
basilbabu200@gmail.com
CANADA

Aryenn
aryenn david@gmail.com
CANADA

Anupama
vishakhj48@gmail.com
CANADA

Anila Baby
babyanila1992@gmail.com
CANADA

Anandu Sathy
anandusathy1666@gmail.com
CANADA

Akhil shaji
akhilkanjirakattil@gmail.com
CANADA

Unnikrishnan
unnikrishnans450@gmail.com
CANADA

Tony John
tonyjohnkd@gmail.com
CANADA

Teena
tenaethomasthomas@gmail.com
CANADA

Chinchu Richard
chinchurichard@gmail.com
CANADA

Jissa Thomas
jissavarghese25@gmail.com
CANADA

Kochi
Railway Station Road
Ph: 0481-2560223

Kottayam
244/II Polichnikal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2343500

Mavelikara
2nd Floor
KSRRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Pathetta Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072376608

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvananthapuram-Kollam
Ph: 9072376601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

CANADA

www.mandgworld.com
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MANDGCONSULTANTS

STUDY: 907 257 6691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 98 / 99
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISA HOLDERS

Sachin Aby
connectwitsach@gmail.com
CANADA

Ruben Kuriakose
kuriakoseruben@gmail.com
CANADA

Rony Xavier
ronxav11@gmail.com
CANADA

Nithin M Nair
nithinnair.8@gmail.com
CANADA

Neenu Mathai
neenumathai1@gmail.com
CANADA

Mukil Mukesh
mukilmukesh@gmail.com
CANADA

Joseph K Varghese
josephkv077@gmail.com
CANADA

Joel Alexander
joelalex52@gmail.com
CANADA

Jithu Easow
subieasow@gmail.com
CANADA

Jithin Thomas
jithinthomas48@gmail.com
CANADA

Jisha Joseph
jishajosephc@gmail.com
CANADA

Jinto Micheal
michaeljinto@gmail.com
CANADA

Kochi
1st Floor
Sarada Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Poletechinical Arcade
Ph: 0479-2843300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthetta Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thoppakara, Kollam-1
Ph: 0477-2576601

CANADIAN OFFICE: 45 SHEPPARD AVE E, SUITE # 900 TORONTO, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98

IMMIGRATION: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 98 / 99
A FEW OF OUR RECENT STUDENT VISNAHolders

Arun Kurian
arunkurian34@gmail.com
CANADA

Mathew Kallarackal Mathew
mathew.mathh@gmail.com
IRELAND

Akku George Saju
akkugeorgesaju@gmail.com
IRELAND

Feroz Nazar
fferoznazar6@gmail.com
IRELAND

Benitta Kurian Joseph
benijoseph12@gmail.com
IRELAND

Roshan Abe Raj
rroshanaberaj@gmail.com
IRELAND

Remya Ramachandran
reymaram500@gmail.com
NEW ZEALAND

Needhu Paul
needhupaul28@gmail.com
NEW ZEALAND

Sidharth
sidharthsssu@gmail.com
NEW ZEALAND

Vishnu Mohan
vishthesoul@gmail.com
NEW ZEALAND

Milan Peter
mils2milianpeter@gmail.com
AUSTRALIA

Sruthy Susan John
sruthymay8@gmail.com
UK

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandha Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
24/11
Pelechirakal Arcade
Ph: 0481-2345500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Palay
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thavakkara, Kannur
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Study: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Immigration: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS
A FEW OF OUR RECENT EXPRESS ENTRY INVITATION HOLDERS

Ashwin Thomas Kavunkal  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
ashwin.thomas@hotmail.com

Tresa Mary George  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
vtresam@gmail.com  
Canada

Chithra Chandra Sekhar  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
chitracshekhar@gmail.com  
Canada

Sachin Davis  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
sachin.davis_90@yahoo.com  
Canada

Anson Cherian  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
ansoncherian@gmail.com  
Canada

Veena Ajithakumari  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
Canada

Wilson Mathew  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
wilsonmathew@yahoo.com  
Canada

Prithiviraj  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
prithviraj@gmail.com  
Canada

Neeti Vijaykumar  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
er.aswin@gmail.com  
Canada

Renjith Krishnan  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
Canada

Tejas Kamath  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
Canada

Vineetha Elizabeth Philip  
Exp Entry Invitation Received  
Canada
A FEW OF OUR RECENT EXPRESS ENTRY INVITATION HOLDERS

Tony Vattooparampil Jacob
Exp Entry Invitation Received
Canada

Sudeep Thankachan Thomas
Exp Entry Invitation Received
sudeep_tt@yahoo.co.in

Mukil Chandrababu
Exp Entry Invitation Received
mukil.c@hotmail.com

Jabsiya Jacob
Exp Entry Invitation Received
jabsiyajacob@yahoo.com

Priya A. P
Exp Entry Invitation Received
priyaap242@gmail.com
Canada

Nithin Ullas
Exp Entry Invitation Received
nithinullas@gmail.com
Canada

Blessonmon Mappalayil Baby
Exp Entry Invitation Received
jibinblesson@gmail.com

Saranya Kureekattu Prakash
Exp Entry Invitation Received
saranyaprksh@gmail.com

Sangeetha Sathyadevan
Exp Entry Invitation Received
sangeetha.nithinullas@gmail.com
Canada

Reshma Elizabeth Simon
Exp Entry Invitation Received
simonreshma0@gmail.com
Canada

Nikhil Valsan K
Exp Entry Invitation Received
nikhilvalsan88@gmail.com
Canada

Aswin Manmadhan
Exp Entry Invitation Received
Canada

Kochi
1st Floor
Sanda Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/II
Polechirakal Arcade,
Ph: 0479-2345300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station,
Ph: 0484-2454951

Palakkad
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvalla, Kollam-6
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N 5W9

www.mandgworld.com   www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY: 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98 IMMIGRATION: 8589 99 47 81 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89

A few of our recent express entry invitation holders
A FEW OF OUR RECENT
EXPRESS ENTRY INVITATION HOLDERS

Mark Leander Castelino
Exp Entry Invitation Received
marklcastelino@gmail.com
Canada

Gree shma C Salim
Exp Entry Invitation Received
gcsalim@gmail.com
Canada

Juhi Shah
Exp Entry Invitation Received
johnfifthavenue@gmail.com
Canada

Jinu Mary Job
Exp Entry Invitation Received
arunmathew2522@gmail.com
Canada

Jibin Ammini Joseph
Exp Entry Invitation Received
jeenamol09@gmail.com
Canada

Jerin Cyriac
Exp Entry Invitation Received
mailtojerin@rediffmail.com
Canada

Sible John Samuel
Exp Entry Invitation Received
sjssible@gmail.com
Canada

Sherin Santhosh
Exp Entry Invitation Received
samtomy2016@gmail.com
Canada

Arun Kattoor Job
Exp Entry Invitation Received
arunkjob@gmail.com
Canada

Anu Antony
Exp Entry Invitation Received
antony.anu22@gmail.com
Canada

Anish Johnson
Exp Entry Invitation Received
anishjohnson26@gmail.com
Canada

Alwin V Ranjit
Exp Entry Invitation Received
alwin_ranjith@yahoo.com
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sarada Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Polechenakkal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2343500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puttothu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 0481-2576601

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thoppikkara, Kannur-1
Ph: 0487-2576601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9
www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Study: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Immigration: 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 95 / 97 / 98 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT PROVINCIAL NOMINATION HOLDERS

Bobin Mathew
SINP Nomination Holder
bobinmathew@gmail.com
Canada

Praveen Pardhasarath
SINP Nomination Holder
Canada

Pradeepti
SINP Nomination Holder
Canada

Tressa Bobin
SINP Nomination Holder
treesabobin@gmail.com
Canada

Krishna Das
SINP Nomination Holder
krishadas8877@gmail.com
Canada

Suchitra Pushpan
SINP Nomination Holder
suchitrapushpan.99@gmail.com
Canada

Ancy Varghese
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
ancy.varghese@gmail.com
Canada

Jineesh Joseph
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
riyajineeshmay9@gmail.com
Canada

Riyamol Thomas
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
jinimonjoseph@gmail.com
Canada

Bobby Stephen
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
bobystephen@gmail.com
Canada

Sino Joseph
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
josephsinojoseph@gmail.com
Canada

Giby Peter
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
gibypeter1984@gmail.com
Canada

Bobin Mathew
SINP Nomination Holder
bobinmathew@gmail.com
Canada

Praveen Pardhasarath
SINP Nomination Holder
Canada

Pradeepti
SINP Nomination Holder
Canada

Tressa Bobin
SINP Nomination Holder
treesabobin@gmail.com
Canada

Krishna Das
SINP Nomination Holder
krishadas8877@gmail.com
Canada

Suchitra Pushpan
SINP Nomination Holder
suchitrapushpan.99@gmail.com
Canada

Ancy Varghese
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
ancy.varghese@gmail.com
Canada

Jineesh Joseph
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
riyajineeshmay9@gmail.com
Canada

Riyamol Thomas
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
jinimonjoseph@gmail.com
Canada

Bobby Stephen
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
bobystephen@gmail.com
Canada

Sino Joseph
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
josephsinojoseph@gmail.com
Canada

Giby Peter
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
gibypeter1984@gmail.com
Canada

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandara Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Malin Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Palochinakal Arcade,
Ph: 0479-2345300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 90725-6698

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvallam, Kannur-1
Ph: 907 257 6691

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9
www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Study: 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Immigration: 8589 99 47 81 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT PROVINCIAL NOMINATION HOLDERS

Jins Sebastian
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
jinsbastian@gmail.com
Canada

Jino James
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
jinoelamatha@gmail.com
Canada

Soumyamol Menacherril Vijayan
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
Canada

Renjith Kumar G. A
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
renjithkumarga@gmail.com
Canada

Jomon George
Nova Scotia Nomination Holder
jomongeorge@inbox.com
Canada

Binto Paul
Ontario Nomination Holder
bintopaul@gmail.com
Canada

Allen Baby Thomas
Ontario Nomination Holder
allenchakkumkel@gmail.com
Canada

Lijin George Jacob
Ontario Nomination Holder
lijin.october12@gmail.com
Canada

Jefin Joseph
Ontario Nomination Holder
jefin-joseph@gmail.com
Canada

Emil Thomas
Ontario Nomination Holder
emilthoma@gmail.com
Canada

Divya Merin Allen
Ontario Nomination Holder
divyarenjen86@gmail.com
Canada

Ajith George Chacko
Ontario Nomination Holder
ajithgeorgechacko@gmail.com
Canada

Jefin Joseph
Ontario Nomination Holder
jefin-joseph@gmail.com
Canada

Emil Thomas
Ontario Nomination Holder
emilthoma@gmail.com
Canada

Divya Merin Allen
Ontario Nomination Holder
divyarenjen86@gmail.com
Canada

Ajith George Chacko
Ontario Nomination Holder
ajithgeorgechacko@gmail.com
Canada

A few of our recent provincial nomination holders
SUCCESSFUL VISA HOLDERS OF
FEDERAL SKILLED WORKER

Abhilasha Babu
Federal Skilled Worker
jebin121@yahoo.co.uk
Canada

Anesh Babu Ganesh Babu
Federal Skilled Worker
aneshbabu@gmail.com
Canada

Anu Kocheekkaran Louis
Federal Skilled Worker
anujomy09@gmail.com
Canada

Anuja
Federal Skilled Worker
vipinsvs@gmail.com
Canada

Arjun Mohan
Federal Skilled Worker
jjomon1966@gmail.com
Canada

Arun K Aniyan
Federal Skilled Worker
vineethshinu80@gmail.com
Canada

Ashly P Varghese
Federal Skilled Worker
abrahamchacko2594@gmail.com
Canada

Aswathy Sleeba
Federal Skilled Worker
aswathysleeba.aswathy@gmail.com
Canada

Eppy Sam
Federal Skilled Worker
sameppy@gmail.com
Canada

Feby Thomas
Federal Skilled Worker
feby_thaliath@yahoo.co.in
Canada

Hail Mary Joseph
Federal Skilled Worker
josephonn@gmail.com
Canada

Hanna Prasad
Federal Skilled Worker
hanhere@gmail.com
Canada

Successful Visa holders of Federal Skilled Worker

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandoo Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Malhi Hotel
Ph: 0481-2360223

Mavelikara
244/11
Polechithakal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2365300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRIC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvakkara, Kannur-1
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9
www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Stud: 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Immig: 85 89 99 47 81 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
SUCCESSFUL VISA HOLDERS OF FEDERAL SKILLED WORKER

Shinu Arun
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Jackson Chacko
Federal Skilled Worker
jacksonchacko007@gmail.com
Canada

Jebin Joseph
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Jipy M George
Federal Skilled Worker
jibymg@gmail.com
Canada

Jijomon Antony
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Jinto Augustine
Federal Skilled Worker
jinto.augustine@gmail.com
Canada

Vipindas Sivdas
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Jobin Luke
Federal Skilled Worker
jobin.luke@gmail.com
Canada

Joseph Abraham
Federal Skilled Worker
abrahamchacko2594@gmail.com
Canada

Joseph Pulikkottil
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Merlin Joseph Kalambukattu
Federal Skilled Worker
joseph.merlin88@gmail.com
Canada

Mervin Varghese
Federal Skilled Worker
mervindon83@gmail.com
Canada

FEDERAL SKILLED WORKER
SUCCESSFUL VISA HOLDERS OF FEDERAL SKILLED WORKER

Asha Mary Babu
Federal Skilled Worker
ashamuttathil@yahoo.co.in
Canada

Abita Antony
Federal Skilled Worker
abita.antony@gmail.com
Canada

Harry John
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Chikku Paul
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Jomy Joseph
Federal Skilled Worker
jomyodackal@gmail.com
Canada

George k joseph
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Shaji Jose
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Sujith
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Sam K George
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Jinu Jose
Federal Skilled Worker
Canada

Abin Thomas Scaria
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
abinthomas123123@gmail.com
Canada

Ambily Penattu Sivan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
ananthu31@yahoo.co.in
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Saruda Building
VH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
24/4/11 Pothimukal Arcade
Ph: 0479-2845300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Palakkad
Puthetta Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576601

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thoppakkara, Kollam
Ph: 9072575601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9
www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION 85899947 81 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 95 / 97 / 98 / 99
A FEW OF OUR RECENT QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Anima sagar
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
gemeesh@gmail.com
Canada

Animol Mullankuzhy Varghese
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
animol_mv@yahoo.com
Canada

Susan Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
chokomshoj@yahoo.com
Canada

Arun Mohanan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
itzmearunm86@gmail.com
Canada

Arun Sebastian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
arunsambition@gmail.com
Canada

Aswathy Maria George
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
trinsonjoy2009@gmail.com
Canada

Thressiamma
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
minicshoj@gmail.com
Canada

Bincy Ipe
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
bincyype13@gmail.com
Canada

Ginodh Xavier Devadhasan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
ginodevhxavier@gmail.com

Geethu Baby
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
nm94267@gmail.com
Canada

Darish Raphy Xavier
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
blackmetalrx@gmail.com
Canada

Deepa Cherian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
stansonsby@gmail.com
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandha Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/1II
Palechinkal Arcade,
Ph: 0479-2345300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRIC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthur Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thavakkara, Kannur
Ph: 9072576698

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite #900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9
www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

Study: 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
Immigration: 8589 99 47 81 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
Deepthi B. R
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
ajithkumarrgcb@yahoo.in
Canada

Dibin Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
tdibinithomas@gmail.com
Canada

Ebin Paul
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
ebinpaul999@gmail.com
Canada

Eldho John
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
eldhothadathil1988@gmail.com
Canada

Gibi Mary
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
phoenixsolution89@gmail.com
Canada

Midhun Rajilan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
midhunrajilan@gmail.com
Canada

George Vimal
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sunnysir007@gmail.com
Canada

Merin Mary
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
deepu.alias@gmail.com
Canada

Nishamol T. Skaria
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
princebabu916@yahoo.co.in
Canada

Harpreeth Kaur
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
rallpreet@gmail.com
Canada

Jincy M Cherian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jincycherian30@gmail.com
Canada

Jisha Dibu
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jishadibu@hotmail.com
Canada

Kochi
1st Floor
Sarada Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/11
Polepathinkal Arcade.
Ph: 0479-2543500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puttelu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thoppikkara, Kollam-1
Ph: 9072376601
A FEW OF OUR RECENT QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Jobby Jose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jobbyjos@gmail.com
Canada

Jobby Kuriakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jobytk@gmail.com
Canada

Johnson Paul
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jo4net@gmail.com
Canada

Joice Job Mathew
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
tijokaraloor@gmail.com
Canada

Jomon Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
josephjomon1986@gmail.com
Canada

Jose Peter
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
peterjose07@gmail.com
Canada

Joseph Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
josephthomas.1986@gmail.com
Canada

Midhumol Devassia
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
kurian.jomon@yahoo.com
Canada

Lekha Gopinathan Nair
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
raj.shyam1923@gmail.com
Canada

Lija Elizabeth Varghese
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
lijavarghese2000@gmail.com
Canada

Liya Eldhose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
liyadarwy@gmail.com
Canada

Mahin Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
emlmahi@gmail.com
Canada

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandra Building
BH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
24/11
Poletchinkal Arcade,
Ph: 0484-2345300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthattu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thevakkara, Kollam-1
Ph: 907 257 6601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9
www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY: 90 72 57 66 91 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98 • IMMIGRATION: 85 89 99 47 81 / 92 / 93 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Manu John
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
manujo0123@gmail.com
Canada

Meenu Abraham
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
babu_alias@yahoo.in
Canada

Melbin Augustine
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
johnsujesh@yahoo.co.in
Canada

Suji Mathew
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sujianish007@gmail.com
Canada

Surya Money
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
soumyaantony007@aol.com
Canada

Soumya Antony
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
suryamoney123@gmail.com
Canada

Sijo Simon
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sijos.4ever@gmail.com
Canada

Vineesh Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
vineeshjoseph33@gmail.com
Canada

Vishnu Shaji
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
vichuchinhu28@gmail.com
Canada

Pravitha Mohan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sureshn1983@gmail.com
Canada

Prince Gee Varghees
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
prince2883@yahoo.com
Canada

Rahul Jayachandran
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
rahuljrkerala@gmail.com

A FEW OF OUR RECENT QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Manu John
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
manujo0123@gmail.com
Canada

Meenu Abraham
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
babu_alias@yahoo.in
Canada

Melbin Augustine
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
johnsujesh@yahoo.co.in
Canada

Suji Mathew
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sujianish007@gmail.com
Canada

Surya Money
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
soumyaantony007@aol.com
Canada

Soumya Antony
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
suryamoney123@gmail.com
Canada

Sijo Simon
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sijos.4ever@gmail.com
Canada

Vineesh Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
vineeshjoseph33@gmail.com
Canada

Vishnu Shaji
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
vichuchinhu28@gmail.com
Canada

Pravitha Mohan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sureshn1983@gmail.com
Canada

Prince Gee Varghees
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
prince2883@yahoo.com
Canada

Rahul Jayachandran
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
rahuljrkerala@gmail.com
A FEW OF OUR RECENT QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Ramya Antony
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
edasseryrajev@gmail.com
Canada

Renjith George
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
renjithgeorgevattamaia@gmail.com
Canada

Renju Mohan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
renjumohan7@gmail.com
Canada

Sarath Thankappan Santha
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
996sarah@gmail.com

Saritha Devasikutty
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
saruthjo@gmail.com
Canada

Sheeba John
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
sheebajohn1988@gmail.com
Canada

Sheena Peter
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
petersheena2000@yahoo.com
Canada

Shinomon Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
subythomas1989@gmail.com
Canada

Shyby K Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
prasanth2498131@gmail.com
Canada

Stanson Albert
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Jackilin Kuiakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
cvgkerala@gmail.com
Canada

Thressiamma Kuiakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
seemakuriakose@gmail.com
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sandar Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/II
Polechirakal Arcade,
Ph: 0484-234500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRIC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Pothettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kollam
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thiruvalla,
Ph: 907 257 4601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants

STUDY: 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION: 858994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 88 / 89
A FEW OF OUR RECENT
QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Anu Poulouse
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
anu.poulouse@yahoo.in
Canada

Shawn Jacob
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
shawnjacob23@gmail.com
Canada

Josmi Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Prince N
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Linoy Xavier
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Anish Varghese
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Gemeesh Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Pious Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Jagedeesh G Nair
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jeggu.gnair71@gmail.com
Canada

Biju T. K
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
biju_thypparampil@rediffmail.com
Canada

Priyanka Prasad
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Bibin Kuriakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

A FEW OF OUR RECENT
QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Anu Poulouse
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
anu.poulouse@yahoo.in
Canada

Shawn Jacob
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
shawnjacob23@gmail.com
Canada

Josmi Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Prince N
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Linoy Xavier
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Anish Varghese
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Gemeesh Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Pious Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Jagedeesh G Nair
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
jeggu.gnair71@gmail.com
Canada

Biju T. K
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
biju_thypparampil@rediffmail.com
Canada

Priyanka Prasad
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Bibin Kuriakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sarada Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
24/4/11
Pothanurakkal Arcade
Ph: 0477-2943500

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Pothettu Arcade
Near, Private Bus Stand
Ph: 0484-2976698

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thrivikrama, Kannur-1
Ph: 0484-2576601

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N 5W9

Study: 9072576691/92/93/94/95/96/97/98
Immigration: 8589994781/82/83/84/85/87/88/89

www.mandgworld.com
www.facebook.com/mandgconsultants
A FEW OF OUR RECENT
QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Linju Jose  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Swapna Varghese  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Suresh N R  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Mithun Kurian  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
mkurian178@gmail.com  
Canada

Trinson  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Naveen Mathew  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Dibu  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Jincy George  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Shyam Raj  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Sujesh  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Mathew Thomas  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

Babu Alias  
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder  
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi  
1st Floor  
Sandra Building  
DH Road  
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam  
Railway Station Road  
Opp. Mali Hotel  
Ph: 0481-2560223

Malavikara  
244/11  
Pothanakal Arcade,  
Ph: 0489-234500

Angamaly  
2nd Floor  
KSRTC Bus Station  
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala  
Parhatu Arcade  
Near Private Bus Stand  
Ph: 9072576698

Kunnur  
Central Bus Terminal Complex  
Thevakkara, Kannur-1  
Ph: 907 257 6601
A FEW OF OUR RECENT QUEBEC SELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Job Varghese
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Prince
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Sija M S
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Anil C K
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Liju M Cherian
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

George Kuriakose
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Simi Rajan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Cicil Rajan
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Albert
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
alex21elsa@yahoo.com
Canada

Cherian K John
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
cherianjohn126@yahoo.in
Canada

Linta Augustin
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Suby n Thomas
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Kochi
1st Floor
Sarada Building
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp. Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481-2560223

Mavelikara
244/II
Polepoothan Arcade,
Ph: 0479-2943300

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSR RTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484-2454951

Pala
Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Ph: 9072576698

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thavakkara, Kannur-1
Ph: 907 257 6601

IMMIGRATION & STUDY ABROAD EXPERTS

Sarada Building
1st Floor
DH Road
Ph: 0484-2365459

www.mandgworld.com
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MANDGCONSULTANTS

STUDY 9072576691 / 92 / 93 / 94 / 95 / 96 / 97 / 98
IMMIGRATION 8589994781 / 82 / 83 / 84 / 85 / 87 / 98 / 99
A FEW OF OUR RECENT
QUEBECELECTION CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Tintu Varghese
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Cino Joy
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Deepta Joseph
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Pristy Sunil
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
pristycv@gmail.com
Canada

Rajesh P R
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Krishnapriya V S
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Shijo George
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
shijogeorge81@gmail.com
Canada

Anupama
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Resimol P P
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
resimanikuzhiyil123@gmail.com
Canada

Saiju Augustine
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Biji N Antony
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
Canada

Soji Mathew
Quebec Selection Certificate Holder
bijiantony@gmail.com
Canada
Immigration & Study Abroad Experts

Canadian Office: 45 Sheppard Ave E, Suite # 900 Toronto, ON M2N5W9

Australian Office: - Sydney: 714/368 Sussex Street, Sydney 2000. MARA #: 0747362

Kochi
1st Floor Sarala Chambers
DH Road
Ph: 0484 - 2365459, 4060522
Immigration: 8589994781 / 88
Study: 9072576697 / 95

Kottayam
Railway Station Road
Opp: Mali Hotel
Ph: 0481 - 2560223, 2560224
Immigration: 8589994784 / 85
Study: 9072576693 / 94

Angamaly
2nd Floor
KSRTC Bus Station
Ph: 0484 - 2454951, 2454952
Immigration: 8589994787 / 9072576617
Study: 9072576695 / 96

Pala
2nd Floor, Puthettu Arcade
Near Private Bus Stand
Kottaramattom, Pala - 686575
Immigration: 8589994783 / 9072576698
Study: 9072576614 / 15

Mavelikara
Ph: 0479 - 2343500, 2343501
Immigration: 8589994785 / 84
Study: 9072576691 / 19

Kannur
Central Bus Terminal Complex
Thavakkara, Kannur-1
Study: 907 257 6601/02
Migration: 907 257 6603 /04